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Clustering for Ad Hoc 
Networks

Giving hierarchical structure to 
networks

Decrease the amount of information at 
each node

Enhances scalability

Helps in “resource assignment”
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Two Protocols

Distributed Clustering Algorithm (DCA)
Quasi-mobile networks, periodical 
reclustering. Allow complexity analysis, fast 
and simple

Distributed and Mobility-Adaptive 
Clustering (DMAC) Algorithm

Same rules/procedures for clustering set 
up and maintenance, adaptive to nodes 
mobility and node/link failures
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DCA: Distributed Clustering 
Algorithm, 1

Assumptions

Knowledge of IDs and weights of one-hop 
neighbors

Broadcast transmission of a packet in finite 
time (a “step”)

Nodes do not move during clustering
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DCA, 2

(Only) Two messages:
CH(v): Sent by a clusterhead v
JOIN(u,t): Sent by ordinary node u when it 
joins the cluster of clusterhead t

Three (simple) procedures:
Init (start up)
OnReceivingCH(v), OnReceivingJOIN(u,v) 
(message triggered)
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Example
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DCA: Provable Properties

Consider 
τ: V {1,2,3, … , 2k}

V = set of network nodes, k = number of 
clusters
Proposition: Each node v in V sends exactly 
one message by τ(v) steps
Corollary 1: DCA message complexity is n 
=|V|
Corollary 2: DCA terminates correctly in at 
most 2k steps ( <= 2n)
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A Note on the Average Time 
Complexity

We notice that
k <= α(G)

G = topology graph, α(G) = G’s stability 
number
We see the network as a random graph, for 
which

(2k <= ) 2 α(G) = circa O(log n)
Log’s base is a function of n and the number 
of the network links
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Adapting to Mobility and 
Node/Link Failures: DMAC

DMAC is for clustering set up AND 
maintenance
Nodes can move during the clustering
Each node reacts to

Reception of a message
Presence of a new link
Link failure

Same assumptions of DCA, plus knowledge of 
neighbors’ roles (no role = ordinary role)
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DMAC: The Procedures

INIT
Link-dependent procedures:

Link_Failure
New_Link

Message-triggered procedures:
OnReceivingCH(v)
OnReceivingJOIN(u,t)
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Joining Clusterheads: Dynamic 
Backbone 

A theorem from Chlamtac and Farago:
If a network is connected, and DCA is used, 
then if and only if each clusterhead is linked 
to all the clusterheads at most three hops 
away, the resulting backbone network is 
connected
Inherently mobility adaptive and stateless
Good if the random graph model could be 
used
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Dynamic Backbone: Some 
Simulation Results

Networks with up to 2000 nodes (common 
parameters)

Number of Clusterheads < SQR(log n)
Number of Backbone Links < EXP(log n, 2.5) 
(when mapped on physical paths with at most 
three hops)
Number of Backbone links < EXP(log n, 2.2) 
(when links are obtained through directional 
antennas and/or power control)
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Some Applications

Stateless multipoint communication: 
Routing, multicast and broadcast over 
the backbone
Resource/user discovery
Implementation of security in large 
networks of sensors
Network management
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Clustering: Summary

DCA+DMAC for clustering ad hoc networks:
Clusterhead selection based on mobility/node, 
dynamically changing parameters
Executed at each node with minimal topology 
knowledge
DCA time complexity is bound to a network 
parameter that depends on the network topology
DMAC is mobility/failure adaptive, fast and easy to 
implement
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Assignments

Read the paper for HMW # 2

Updated information on the class web 

page:

www.ece.neu.edu/courses/eceg364/2004sp
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